
Final Summative Options



Final “Exit” Conference 
Criteria Conference 

The Focus 

A conversation about the competencies and progression, Where the 
student started and where they ended for each criteria category 

Role of the 
Student

Talk about progress towards specific competencies, provide a plan and 
reflect on the journey. 

Role of the 
Teacher 

Ask questions about the progress and share information based on 
evidence of work. Discuss strengths and weaknesses.

Further 
Application

Student figures out what competencies are proficient and what still 
need work. 

Growth Mindset 

Student provides a holistic evaluation of their journey in the course 
after assessing all criteria categories and indicates their learning on a 
proficiency scale. Student also sets a goal for next year (put into 
comment section on MyEd)



Portfolio Sample Sections (5 Sections in Total)



Sample Midterm Report



Holistic Project/Assessment

Criteria 
Category

Skills To Be Assessed

Engaging & 
Questioning 

 Listen and Respond 

 Evaluate and synthesize information from multiple sources for purpose

 Make connections and use background knowledge to show understanding

 Question, speculate, and problem solve to extend thinking

Processing  Use strategies to access text and expand knowledge

 Understand authors choice of format, style, language and representation of a text

Analyzing  Use multiple strategies to assess ideas that are relevant to purposeful

 Synthesize ideas and information from a variety of sources to build understanding

Recognizing 
Identity & Voice

 Recognize how language and personal, social, and cultural identity are connected

 Understand and appreciate multiple contexts, values, and perspectives

 Adjust format of communication for purpose and audience

 Exchange ideas and perspectives to extend thinking beyond self and community

Constructing & 
Creating

 Plan and refine original text to increase engagement, clarity, and impact

 Express reactions and opinions and provide evidence to support them

 Use effective oral communication skills

 Use elements and formats of text to create meaning



Possible “Final” Assessment

Criteria 
Category

Assessment 

Engaging & 
Questioning 

 Listen to a singular episode on a specific topic from NPR and have students 

complete an in class response to it or watch a stand alone episode of a series and 

have students write an in class response to it. 

Processing
 Have students complete in class close reading/annotations/glossing of a 

text 

Analyzing
 Have students complete an in class synthesis on a topic of your choice, but 

with texts already examined in class

Recognizing 
Identity & Voice

 Deliver a presentation (Ted Talk Style) centered around one of the courses 

big ideas or essential questions.

Constructing & 
Creating

 Deliver a presentation (Ted Talk Style) centered around one of the courses 

big ideas or essential questions.



Hybrid Model 


